Extending the latent variable model for extra correlated longitudinal dichotomous responses.
Since generalized nonlinear mixed-effects modeling methodology of ordered categorical data became available in the pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) literature over a decade ago, pharmacometricians have been increasingly performing exposure-response analyses of such data to inform drug development. Also, as experiences with and scrutiny of these data have increased, pharmacometricians have noted fewer transitions (or greater correlations) between response values than predicted by the model. In this paper, we build on the latent variable (LV) approach, which is convenient for incorporating pharmacological concepts such as pharmacodynamic onset of drug effect, and present a PK/PD methodology which we term the multivariate latent variable (MLV) approach. This approach uses correlations between the latent residuals (LR) to address extra correlation or a fewer number of transitions, relative to if the LR were independent. Four approximation methods for handling dichotomous MLV data are formulated and then evaluated for accuracy and computation time using simulation studies. Some analytical results for models linear in the subject-specific random effects are also presented, and these provide insight into modeling such repeated measures data. Also, a case study previously analyzed using the LV approach is revisited using one of the MLV approximation methods and the results are discussed. Overall, consideration of the simulation and analytical results lead us to some conclusions we feel are applicable to many of the models and situations frequently encountered in analysis of such data: the MLV approach is a flexible method that can handle many different extra correlated data structures and therefore can more accurately predict the number of transitions between response values; incorrect modeling of the population covariances by implementing an LV model when extra correlation exists is not likely to (and in many cases does not) influence accuracy of the population (marginal) mean predictions; adequate prediction of the population mean probabilities achieves adequate predictions of the population variances, regardless of the correct specification of the population covariances--that is, if the LV model accurately predicts the means in the presence of extra correlation, it will accurately predict the variances; the between subject random effects component to the model describe the marginal covariances in responses--not the marginal variances as with continuous-type data. From these conclusions we make a general statement that it may not be necessary to model the extra correlation in every case using the MLV model, which requires technical implementation with currently available commercially or publically available software. The LV model may be sufficient for answering many of the typical questions arising during drug development. The MLV approach should be considered however if prediction or simulation of individual level data is an objective of the analysis.